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"This course offers current and prospective teachers of English a comprehensive
treatment of pronunciation pedagogy, drawing on both current theory and practice. The
text provides: - an overview of teaching issues from the perspective of different
methodologies and second language acquisition research - innovative teaching
techniques - a thorough grounding in the sound system of North American English insight into how this sound system intersects with spelling, morphology, listening, and
discourse - diagnostic tools and assessment measures - suggestions for syllabus
design. Discussion questions and exercises encourage teachers to draw on their
personal language learning/teaching experience as they assimilate the contents of each
chapter. A training cassette offers practice in assessing learners'
pronunciation"--Publishers's website.
English Unlimited is a six-level (A1 to C1) goals-based course for adults. Centred on
purposeful, real-life objectives, it prepares learners to use English independently for
global communication. As well as clear teaching notes, the updated Elementary A and
B Teacher's Pack (Teacher's Book with DVD-ROM) offers lots of extra ideas and
activities to suit different classroom situations and teaching styles. The DVD-ROM
provides a range of extra printable activities, a comprehensive testing and assessment
program, extra literacy and handwriting activities for non-Roman alphabet users and
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clear mapping of the syllabus against the CEFR 'can do' statements. It also includes the
videos from the Self-study Pack DVD-ROM for classroom use.
"DSSSB Trained Graduate Teacher Social Science Written Exam" has been designed
to give the complete coverage of the syllabus as per the exam pattern. The syllabus in
this book is divided into 6 Units and further into chapters that help learners to
understand each concept of each subject easily. Theories and MCQs have been
provided in the book is in a Chapter wise manner in which every concept, doubt and
query can be cleared simultaneously without putting any extra efforts moreover due to
this benefit candidates can do revision hand-to-hand. The level of the questions are
according to the latest test pattern in this book. Solutions provided in this book is written
in a lucid form which is easy to understand by students and help them to learn the
answer writing skills.
This book is used to guide teacher and students to learn basic concepts of English.
These concepts taken various sources which are developed based on students’ need
analysis in every study program. This book consists of basic theory of English
grammar, well-structured exercises and its application. It is hoped that this book is
useful for the teacher and student and also as one of the main sources for English and
teaching process in the classroom.
"DSSSB Trained Graduate Teacher Natural Science Written Exam" has been designed
to give the complete coverage of the syllabus as per the exam pattern. The syllabus in
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this book is divided into 6 Units and further into chapters that help learners to
understand each concept of each subject easily. Theories and MCQs have been
provided in the book is in a Chapter wise manner in which every concept, doubt and
query can be cleared simultaneously without putting any extra efforts moreover due to
this benefit candidates can do revision hand-to-hand. The level of the questions are
according to the latest test pattern in this book. Solutions provided in this book is written
in a lucid form which is easy to understand by students and help them to learn the
answer writing skills.
This packet provides a multitude of activities designed to instill basic grammar skills vital to
good communication. Learning to identify parts of speech is the foundation for building
excellent grammar. These skills are essential to help children develop confidence and skill in
writing and speaking the English language. Activities provide practice with singular and plural
nouns. Exercises are designed so a child can work with a minimum of supervision in a
classroom or at home. Answer keys included.
Easy English Grammar-TB-05-R
First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Skirpsi Bahasa Inggris: Teaching Countable Noun and Uncountable NounAzwar Rangkuti
Structured to follow each chapter of Grammar by Diagram, second edition, this workbook
includes practice exercises, including cumulative exercises through which students can check
their progress at key points, and a “final exam” to test knowledge of the entire text. A summary
of concepts for each chapter and a complete answer key are also included.
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This landmark volume provides a broad-based, state-of-the-art overview of
current knowledge and research into second language teaching and learning.
Fifty-seven chapters are organized in eight thematic sections: *social contexts of
second language learning; *research methodologies in second-language
learning, acquisition, and teaching; *contributions of applied linguistics to the
teaching and learning of second language skills; *second language processes
and development; *teaching methods and curricula; *issues in second or foreign
language testing and assessment; *identity, culture, and critical pedagogy in
second language teaching and learning; and *important considerations in
language planning and policies. The Handbook of Research in Second Language
Teaching and Learning is intended for researchers, practitioners, graduate
students, and faculty in teacher education and applied linguistics programs;
teachers; teacher trainers; teacher trainees; curriculum and material developers;
and all other professionals in the field of second language teaching and learning.
This Book Covers The Following Topics: (I). What are Nouns (II). Types of Nouns
A. Proper Noun B. Common Noun C. Collective Noun D. Material Noun E.
Abstract Noun F. Concrete Noun G. Compound Noun H-1. Countable Noun -Singular Noun H-2. Countable Noun -- Plural Noun I. Uncountable or Mass Noun
J. Possessive Noun (III-A). Countable & Uncountable Nouns – Categorization 1.
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always countable (both singular & plural) | no uncountable 2. always uncountable
| no countable 3A. uncountable + countable (both singular & plural) 3B.
uncountable + singular 4A. always singular | no plural 4B. always plural | no
singular 5A. (a). uncountable | (b). countable (both singular & plural) 5B. (a).
countable (singular and plural) | (b). singular 5C. (a). countable (singular and
plural) | (b). plural 5D. (a). countable (singular and plural) | (b). singular | (c).
plural 5E. (a). always uncountable | (b). always singular 5F. (a). always
uncountable | (b). always plural 6. (a). uncountable and countable (singular as
well as plural) | (b). countable (singular as well as plural) 7. (a). uncountable | (b).
uncountable + countable (singular as well as plural) 8A. (a). uncountable | (b).
countable (singular as well as plural) | (c). uncountable + countable (singular as
well as plural) 8B. (a). uncountable | (b). countable (both singular and plural) | (c).
singular 8C. (a). uncountable | (b). countable (both singular and plural) | (c).
plural 9A-1. countable: usually singular 9A-2. uncountable + usually singular
9A-3. (a). uncountable | (b). usually singular 9A-4. (a). uncountable | (b). usually
plural 9A-5. (a). usually singular | (b). countable (both singular and plural) 9B-1.
countable: usually plural 9B-2. (a). usually plural | (b). countable (both singular
and plural) 9C. (a). always singular | (b). always plural 9D. (a). ‘usually singular’
| (b). ‘usually plural’ 9E. Miscellaneous Patterns 10. Additional Countable and
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Uncountable Nouns (III-B). Nouns with Singular/Plural Verbs 1. uncountable
noun + singular/plural verb 2. singular noun + singular/plural verb 3. countable
noun (in singular form) + singular/plural verb (III-C1). Formation of Plural Nouns
(1). REGULAR PLURAL NOUNS (2). IRREGULAR PLURAL NOUNS (A). “-y” is
changed into “-ies” (B). “-f” and “-fe” is changed into “-ves” (C). “-is” is
changed into “-es” (D). “-um” is changed into “-a” (E). “-us” is changed into “-i”
(F). “-on/-ian” is changed into “-a” (G). “-ax” / “-ex” is changed into “-ices”
(H1). Compound words without dashes (H2). Compound words with dashes (H3).
Compound words with a verb (H4). Double Plural (I). “-a” is sometimes changed
into “-ae” (J). Change of vowel(s) (J1). “-an” is changed into “-en” (J2). “-oo” is
changed into “-ee” (J3). “-o” is changed into “-i” (J4). “-u” is changed into “-ux”
(K). Irregular Nouns That Do Not Change When Made Plural (L). Irregular Nouns
That Change Substantially (M). Other Irregular Plural Nouns (III-C2). Formation
of Nouns from Other Parts of Speech C2-a. Formation of Nouns from Other
Nouns C2-b. Formation of Nouns from Adjectives C2-c. Formation of Nouns from
Verbs (IV). Nouns and Genders
The fourth edition of this classic textbook has been revised to reflect recent
developments in language teaching and learning yet retains the basic structure
and approach so popular with its readers. Teaching and learning content has
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been updated, particularly taking into account the rise of task-based learning,
Conversational Analysis and social models of second language acquisition,
changes in national syllabuses and examinations and the increasing controversy
over the role of the native speaker target. Each chapter has been revised to
stand alone, enabling the text to be taught and studied out of sequence if
preferred. A set of focussing questions has also been added to each and further
reading sections have been updated. In addition, icons appear throughout the
text signalling where extra information - summaries, data, lecture notes, test
batteries and more - can be found on the author's accompanying website,
www.routledge.com/cw/cook. Second Language Learning and Language
Teaching remains the essential textbook for all student teachers of modern
languages and TESOL as well as applied linguistics.
After decades of being overlooked, corpus evidence is becoming an important
component of the teaching and learning of languages. Above all, the profession
needs guidance in the practicalities of using corpora, interpreting the results and
applying them to the problems and opportunities of the classroom. This book is
intensely practical, written mainly by a new generation of language teachers who
are acknowledged experts in central aspects of the discipline. It offers advice on
what to do in the classroom, how to cope with teachers' queries about language,
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what corpora to use including learner corpora and spoken corpora and how to
handle the variability of language; it reports on some current research and
explains how the access software is constructed, including an opportunity for the
practitioner to write small but useful programs; and it takes a look into the future
of corpora in language teaching.
Kid's Box is a six-level course for young learners. Bursting with bright ideas to
inspire both teachers and students, Kid's Box American English gives children a
confident start to learning English. It also fully covers the syllabus for the
Cambridge Young Learners English (YLE) tests. This Resource Pack contains
extra photocopiable activities to reinforce and extend each unit of the Student's
Book, allowing teachers to cater for mixed-ability classes, as well as tests
suitable for YLE preparation. It is accompanied by an Audio CD complete with
songs, listening exercises and tests. Level 6 completes the Flyers cycle (CEF
level A2).
Language issues are intrinsically part of every classroom setting. Therefore,
there is a need to present the linguistic perspective to all teachers and teachersin-training. This perspective assumes that people internally organize language at
different levels, each with its own set of organizing principles, and proposes that
this complex system is learned by children at an early age and with little
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conscious instruction. It recognizes that languages change over time and that
variation, based on region, ethnic identity, gender, social class, and social
context, is inherent to language. Focusing more on the practical than the
theoretical, Barry aims to engage teachers and education students in discussion
of the relevance of linguistics to teaching and to encourage them to bring their
own expertise to the discussion.
"DSSSB Trained Graduate Teacher Hindi Written Exam" has been designed to
give the complete coverage of the syllabus as per the exam pattern. The syllabus
in this book is divided into 6 Units and further into chapters that help learners to
understand each concept of each subject easily. Theories and MCQs have been
provided in the book is in a Chapter wise manner in which every concept, doubt
and query can be cleared simultaneously without putting any extra efforts
moreover due to this benefit candidates can do revision hand-to-hand. The level
of the questions are according to the latest test pattern in this book. Solutions
provided in this book is written in a lucid form which is easy to understand by
students and help them to learn the answer writing skills.
This research entitled “Teaching countable noun and uncountable noun to the
first year students of MTsS Terpadu Langsa.” It is aimed to know how the
teaching process in teaching countable noun and uncountable noun in that
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school. The writer used two research methods in getting data to the research.
They are library research and field research.
"I found this book very informative. It is clearly set out and the chapters are clear.
I particularly liked how you can test yourself on all areas then check the answers
along with an explanation. At the end of the book is a honest account from
someone who completed their QTS and I enjoyed reading this." - Stephanie
Kane, Teacher Training Candidate "I will recommend this book because it is up to
date and because it covers both literacy & numeracy skills tests. It explains
coherently what the tests are for. It shows how rigorous they are and why they
are important - showing how they impact practice even if not in the trainee's
specialist area. Everything a potential ITT trainee needs to know is covered. and
shows it is more than just about passing the tests. There are good practice
questions. IN a nutshell - everything a trainee needs is here!" -Mrs Sarah Barton,
School of Education, Portsmouth University If you are applying to teacher training
in England, you must pass your Professional Skills Tests for Trainee Teachers
before you can start your training. Written by authors who have written questions
for the test themselves, this is your guide to how to prepare for, approach and
succeed in the Professional Skills Tests for Trainee Teachers. It takes you
through how the tests work and includes hints and tips on what to expect and
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how to respond. It offers clear and concise guidance on revision and examples of
questions so you can prepare for the tests and pass. This second edition has
been updated with added practice questions, and a new chapter with trainee and
tutor profiles giving you up-to-date and focused insight into how to get into
teacher training, and what it's like to complete the course. How to use this book
The first chapter in this book will help you understand the context of the skills
tests and direct you to useful sources where you can conduct your own research
into schools and education. Having a familiarity with key terms and issues in
education will prove useful both when approaching the skills tests and also at a
later date when you apply for a training place. Subsequent chapters will outline
the content and structure of the literacy and numeracy skills tests and offer you
practice questions. Then there is a chapter designed to support your application
to teacher training courses and provide suggestions and advice for the interview
process. Finally, for this second edition a new chapter 'What is teacher training
really like?' offers you real insight into intial teacher training from the point of view
of the student and the tutor. About the authors Bruce Bond has been involved in
writing, editing, observing, reviewing and trialling the QTS Literacy Skills Tests for
over 10 years. Jim Johnson is an Honorary Fellow of Nottingham Trent University
where, until his retirement, he led the English team in the Department of Primary
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Education. Mark Patmore was until recently a senior lecturer in mathematical
education in the Department of Education at Nottingham Trent University. Nina
Weiss has worked in education for over 30 years. Since 2008, she has been
authoring and editing the QTS Skills Tests.
With reports from several studies showing the benefits of teaching young children
about morphemes, this book is essential reading for anyone concerned with
helping children to read and write. By breaking words down into chunks of
meaning that can be analyzed as complete units rather than as strings of
individual letters, children are better able to make sense of the often contradictory
spelling and reading rules of English. As a result, their enjoyment of learning
about words increases, and their literacy skills improve. Written by leading
researchers for trainee teachers, practising teachers and interested parents, this
highly accessible and innovative book provides sound, evidence-based advice
and materials that can be used to help teach children about morphemes, and
highlights the beneficial effects of this approach.
Each pair of units is supported by the Teachers Guide. The Teachers Guide fully
supports the programme giving all the guidance you need to help you pupils work
through the two pupil books. In the Teachers Guide there are suggestions for
homework and independent study.
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This book is about teaching in classrooms where someor allof the students are
learning English, at the same time as they are working to learn the mainstream
curriculum.
Get control over those difficult areas of English grammar Practice Makes Perfect:
Advanced English Grammar for ESL Learners is focused on those grammar
topics that might pose special problems for you, especially if English is not your
first language. Because it targets advanced topics, you will quickly zero in on
what holds you back from fluency. And like with all of the bestselling Practice
Makes Perfect books, you can practice through exercises and reinforce your
knowledge. The book includes: 775 exercises Expertise from Mark Lester, an
ESL expert in grammar who founded the highly respected ESL department at the
University of Hawaii. He authored the most popular college classroom grammar
in the country Topics include: Noun plurals, Possessive nouns and personal
pronouns, Articles and quantifiers, Adjectives, Verb forms and tenses, Talking
about present time, Talking about past time, Talking about future time, Causative
verbs, The passive, The structure of adjective clauses, Restrictive and
nonrestrictive adjective clauses, Gerunds, Infinitives, Noun clauses
This second edition updates a course which has proven to be a perfect fit for
classes the world over. The Teacher's Resource Book contains the content for
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the A and B Combos for Starter level in one volume. All unit numbers and page
references correspond to the Combos. It contains extra photocopiable grammar
and communication activities and full pages of teaching tips and ideas specially
written by methodology expert, Mario Rinvolucri. A Combo Testmaker Audio
CD/CD-ROM which allows teachers to create and edit their own tests is also
available separately, as is Classware for the full edition which integrates the
Student's Book, class audio and video.
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